Question 3
a) (i) is used to return from a leaf subroutine. (ii) is used to return from a non-leaf subroutine.
b) Store the address of the calling instruction in %o7. Jump to the address specified in the calling instruction. (But first, execute the instruction in the calling instruction's delay slot.) c) Store the address of the calling instruction in %o7. Jump to the address specified in the calling instruction. (But first, execute the instruction in the calling instruction's delay slot.) Execute a "save" instruction to shift the register window forward; thus the register formerly known as %o7 is now known as %i7. d) When a subroutine is finished executing, control should return to the instruction following the instruction following the calling instruction.
e) The jmpl instruction stores the address of the current instruction into the register specified as its second operand. When returning from a subroutine, that address is irrelevant. Storing the address to register %g0 discards it. f) Different calls to a subroutine may need to return to different instructions.
Question 4
In the original C source code, the expression "i<N" should be "i<=N". b) A leaf subroutine that modifies register %o7 corrupts its return address.
c) An assembler translates assembly language code into machine language code, storing the result in an object (.o) file. d) Relocation: An assembler assumes each .o file begins at address 0; when multiple object files are linked together a linker must relocate some addresses. Resolution: A linker must resolve all external references, searching libraries to find any undefined symbols. e) A user-level process performs functions that execute privileged instructions by executing a "system call." System calls are often implemented using traps. Through a trap, the operating system gains control, switches to supervisor mode, performs a service, switches back to user mode, and gives control back to user. f) Modern operating systems implement "context switching" faster than older operating systems. (Context switching is the switching of the processor from one process to another.)
Question 6
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